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Summary

Wireless sensor networks consist of hundreds ofminiature sensor nodes to sense vari-
ous events in the surrounding environment and report back to the base station. Sensor
networks are at the base of IoT and smart computing applications where a function
is performed as a result of sensed event or information. However, in resource-limited
Wireless Sensor Network authenticating a remote user is a vital security concern.
Recently researchers put forth various authentication protocols to address different
security issues. Gope et al. presented a protocol claiming resistance against known
attacks. A thorough analysis of their protocol shows that it is vulnerable to user
traceability, stolen verifier, and DoS attacks. In this article, an enhanced symmetric
key-based authentication protocol for IoT based WSN has been presented. The pro-
posed protocol has the ability to counter user traceability, stolen verifier, and DoS
attacks. Furthermore, the proposed protocol has been simulated and verified using
Proverif and BAN logic. The proposed protocol has the same communication cost,
as the baseline protocol, however, in computation cost it has 52.63% efficiency as
compared to the baseline protocol.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sensor Networks (WSN) are application specific and consists of a large number of sensor nodes deployed in harsh environments
to monitor critical events. Sensor nodes are deployed randomly to monitor an area of interest1,2. The features of WSNs such
as; small size, wireless architecture, ease of deployment and ubiquitous nature makes them an attractive platform for various
applications in health, education, business, military and sports3,4,5,6. With the advancement in wireless technologies, WSNs are
getting more attention lately due to the ease of deployment and low cost. WSN is at the backbone of the Internet of Things(IoT)
that provides connectivity among objects of daily use. It make it a crucial component of the modern smart systems where
authentication is even more crucial. It links with the wireless network by using interface by the (RFID), sensors and two-
dimensional codes on objects7,8.
The widespread used and resource constrained nature makes WSN an attractive target for attackers and malicious users.

An attacker can disrupt operation in emergency situations or interfere with patients’ data in healthcare application which may
threaten human life, or gain illegal access to some business for monitory benefits9,10. In such cases security of WSN becomes
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crucial. However, securingWSN is a challenging task due to the resource-limited nodes. Developing a sophisticated and complex
security protocol for WSNs is not feasible. Such protocols may drain the power source of sensors faster, leading to energy
wastage and shorter network life.
Sensor nodes are gathering real-time data directly from the environment, there are chances that the data may be exposed to

unauthorized use by malicious users. Therefore, it is essential to cope with this problem for the sake of protection and unautho-
rized use of sensitive data. To achieve pool proof security, many techniques have been proposed4,5,7, however, a realistic and
efficient technique that can provide a user with perfect security is still a challenge. Recently, Gope et al. proposed an authentica-
tion protocol for IoT based WSN using symmetric key primitives. They claimed the protocol to be secure against known attacks.
However, due to static identity and storage of verifier table, their scheme is insecure against traceability, DoS, stolen verifier
attacks.
This article presents an enhanced symmetric key-based authentication protocol for IoT based WSN with the ability to counter

all known attacks in addition to user traceability, stolen verifier, and DoS attacks. The proposed protocol alternated the use
of static identity with pseudo dynamic identity; moreover, it has removed the verifier table to avoid stolen verifier attack. The
proposed protocol has been tested for possible security lapses and key leakage using simulation software ProVerif and using
BAN logic. The general contributions of this article are:

• Cryptanalyzed the Gope et al.11 protocol for possible security loopholes and weaknesses and found that it is vulnerable
to user traceability, stolen verifier, and DoS attacks.

• Designed an enhanced authentication protocol that resists all known attacks including those found during the cryptanalysis
of Gope et al.11 protocol.

• Analyzed the proposed protocol both formally and informally for any security loopholes and lapses using automated tool
and BAN logic.

• Analyzed the proposed protocol for computation overhead and compared it with the existing state-of-the-art protocols to
determined its computational efficiency.

• Analyzed how heavy the proposed protocol is in terms of communication? How much data is exchanged during one
transaction of the proposed protocol? And comparatively analyzed it with the existing protocols.

The remainder of this article has been organized in seven sections, where section 2 presents a brief description of the related
literature, section 3 presents a detailed review of the Gope et al.11 proposal whereas section 4 details its cryptanalysis. Section 5
contains a detailed presentation about the proposed protocol, section 6 presents the security analysis of the proposed protocol.
Security and performance analysis of the proposed protocol has been presented in section 7 whereas section 8 concludes the
article.

2 RELATEDWORK

The role and importance of the security and authentication is growing every day with the growth of technology spe-
cially with the emergence of IoT12,13,14. However, modern technology faces serious issues due to problems in security
and authentication. To solve the authentication issues in WSNs, several user authentication protocols have been pro-
posed15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29. In 2007, Wong et al.15 presented a hash-based user authentication protocol having low
complexity, lightweight, and dynamic. However, it has been found that the protocol has a weak defense against stolen-verifier,
replay, and forgery attacks. A password-based authentication protocol was presented by Das16 in 2009, however, it lacks mutual
authentication in the key exchange. To improve security and provide anonymity, He et al.17, presented a related protocol as Das
et al., improving password security, but failed to cope with security flaws.
In 2011, Fan et al.19 observed that two-factor authentication schemes16,17,18 for real-time data access in WSNs have many

defects and presented a new privacy-preserving scheme based on lightweight cryptographic operations, like hash and exclusive
OR. Due to lightweight nature, the protocol is suitable for WSN, but unfortunately, it does not provide user anonymity and
other security requirements19,20. Meanwhile, Kumar et al.15 presented a two-factor authentication protocol to preserve privacy
inWSNs. This structure has capabilities to cater all known attacks and deficiencies. Later, Jiang et al.19 observed that21 protocol
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is insecure against offline password guessing attack and suffers from user traceability. Therefore, they proposed a new protocol
to address the two drawbacks observed in Kumar et al.15.
Similarly, the protocol in Wang and Wang30 is exposed to de-synchronization attack, where a compromised sensor node can

judge the suffered user smartcard. The smartcard is completely ineffective by simply changing the flow of the previous message
without any detection. Chen and Shih31 proposed their lightweight mutual authentication protocol, however, like previous pro-
tocol, their proposal also has deficiencies to address replay attack, forgery attack, and bypassing attack24. In 2013, Xue et al.24
proposed a lightweight temporal-credential-based mutual authentication and key establishment protocol.
Protocols presented in 28,29 introduced the concept of TID, but later in32,33 it was observed that the protocols presented in27,29

are vulnerable against DoS attack. The last response message sent by gateway if intercepted by an adversary then the user cannot
update his/her TID. In this case, synchronization between user and gateway is lost. Gope et al.11 later proposed a new lightweight
symmetric key-based authentication protocol for WSN addressing issues like user-anonymity, perfect forward/backward secrecy
and stolen smart card attacks. However, the scheme is insecure against User Traceability, Stolen Verifier and DoS attacks. The
next section presents review of Gope et al.11 protocol that from now on will be referred to as the baseline protocol.

3 REVIEW OF BASELINE PROTOCOL

Baseline protocol for Real-Time Data Access applications in WSN consists of three entities; User, Gateway Node, and Sensor
Node. In this protocol, the gateway node always issues a smartcard to the requested user using a secure channel then a session
key (Symmetric) has been exchanging between the sensor node and the user. They also proposed password renew, deployment
and registration of a new node. The scheme has four phases: Registration, Anonymous Authentication, and Key Exchange Phase,
Password Update, New Node Addition. The steps involved in Login and authentication phase are shown in Figure 1

3.1 Password Update Phase
In the baseline protocol, a user can change his/her password on the smartcard without the intervention of gateway. Whenever
a password change is needed, the user only insert his IDUr, previously used password PSWUr and a new password PSW ∗

Ur.
After that the smartcard retrieves KUrG = K∗

UrG ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr) ⊕ ℎ(PSWUr)), SID = SID∗ ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)) ⊕ ℎ(PSWUr),
KEm = K∗

Em ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)‖ℎ(PSW ∗
Ur)), and then calculates K∗∗

Urg = KUrg ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr))‖ℎ(PSW ∗
Ur, SID

∗∗ = SID∗ ⊕
ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)‖ℎ(PSW ∗

Ur)), K
∗∗
Em = KEm ⊕ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)‖ℎ(PSW ∗

Ur)). At the end, the device replaces K
∗
Urg with K

∗∗
Urg , SID

∗ with
SID∗∗ and KEm with K∗∗

Em and then stores them for future communication.

3.2 New Node Addition Phase
In case of a new sensor node Sn1

new deployment in existing sensor network, the gateway randomly generates and stores
a distinct identifier Snnewidi

with key Knew
GSn

in the new node’s memory before deployment. The identifier and key are loaded
into the new node’s memory before its deployment. After that the gateway encodes Knew

GSni
with its id and secret key.i.e.

Knew∗
GSni

= Knew
GSn ⊕ ℎ(IDGW ‖KGW ‖Snnewidi

) and stores the values of Snnewidi
,Knew∗

GSni
in its database for future use. Also informs the

user Ui so that he/she can access the real time information from the new sensor node.

4 CRYPTANALYSIS OF BASELINE PROTOCOL

The authors in the baseline protocol presented in34 claimed that their scheme is secured against various attacks like user
anonymity, perfect forward secrecy, and stolen smartcard. However, after a thorough analysis, it has been observed that this
protocol has some flaws shown in the cryptanalysis of the baseline protocol in the following subsection.

4.1 User Traceability
The baseline protocol is vulnerable against user traceability attack. The Message MA1 =
{AIDU

, Nx, T sUrG(if required), Snid , V r1} is transmitted using a public channel, therefore, an Adversary may capture, alter or
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DUr WT n

Generate:NU
Compute:
KUrg = K∗

Urg ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)⊕ ℎ(PSWUr))

fUr = ℎ(ℎ(KUrg)⊕ ℎ(PSWUr)⊕ ℎ(IDUr))
?
= f ∗Ur

Nx = KUrg ⊕NU
AIDU

= ℎ(IDUr‖KUrG‖NU‖T sUrG)
V r1 = ℎ(AIDU

‖KUrG‖Nx‖Snid)
OR
sid∗j ∈ SID∗

sidj = sid∗j ⊕ ℎ(IDUr‖PSWUr)
KEmj

= K∗
Emj

⊕ ℎ(IDUr‖PSWUr)
AIDU

= sidj , KUrg = KEmj

MA1
={AIDU

,Nx,T sUrG ,Snid ,V r1}
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

Verify: ?T sUrG
Derive:NU = KUrG ⊕Nx
Check: ?AIDU

, ?V r1
Generate: SK, T
Compute: SK ′ = ℎ(KGSn)⊕SK
Compute:V r2 = ℎ(AIDU

‖SK ′
‖T ‖KGSn)

MA2
={AIDU

,SK ′,T ,V r2}
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

check:?T
Compute and verify:?V r2
Generate: T ′

Derive: SK = ℎ(KGSn)⊕SK ′

V r3 = ℎ(SK‖KGSn‖Snid‖T
′)

Update:
KGSnnew = ℎ(KGSn‖Snid)
KGSn = KGSnnew

MA3
={T ′ ,Snid ,V r3}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←
Check:?T ′ , ?V r3
Compute:m = m + 1, T sUrGnew

= m
Ts = ℎ(KUrG‖IDUr||NU )⊕SK
SK = ℎ(KUrG‖IDUr‖NUr)⊕SKx
V r4 = ℎ(SK ′

‖NU‖T s‖KUrG)
Compute and update:
KUrGnew

= ℎ(KGSn‖IDUr‖T sUrGnew
), KUrG = KUrGnew

KGSnnew = ℎ(KGSn‖Snid), KGSn = KGSnnew
OR
Generate:KUrGnew

Compute:x = ℎ((IDUr‖KEmj
)⊕KUrGnew

), KUrG = KUrGnew

MA4
={SK∗,V r4,T s,x}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←
Compute and Verify:
V r∗4 = ℎ(SKε

‖NU‖T s‖KUrG)
?
= V r4

SK = ℎ(KUrG‖IDUr‖NU )⊕SK∗

Compute and update:
T sUrGnew

= ℎ(KUrG‖IDUr‖NU )⊕ Ts
KUrGnew

= ℎ(KUrG‖IDUr‖T sUrGnew
)

TUrG = T sUrGnew
, KUrG = KUrGnew

OR
KUrGnew

= ℎ(IDUr‖KEmj
)⊕ x,KUrG = KUrGnew

FIGURE 1 Gope-Hwang’s Proposed Scheme
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delete any information. In baseline protocol the transaction sequence number T sUrG = m where is m is user number, in the
messageMA1 is transmitted openly. So the attacker may trace the user through T sUrG = m. Hence the protocol is not protected
against user traceability.

4.2 Stolen Verifier Attack
Stolen Verifier Attack occurs when an adversary theft verification data from the server in the current or previous authentication
sessions. As the verification data is not well encrypted, The attacker can compromise the authentication process using different
credential kept in verifier table of the server. In the baseline scheme, The attacker successful impersonates as a legitimate user
from the next authentication session. As there is no encryption applied on the T sUrG before saving it in the verifier table.

4.3 Vulnerable to DoS attacks
The Password Update Phase of baseline scheme does not provide verification of the previous password. Although KUrG =
K∗

UrG ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr) ⊕ ℎ(PSWUr)) is computed in Password Update phase, but it does not provide instant verification. The
attacker can use the wrong password again and again in the Password Update phase that may overwhelm the server and may
cause Denial of service (DoS) attack.

5 PROPOSED PROTOCOL

The proposed protocol consists of three main entities; User, Gateway Node, and Sensor Node. Successful authentication process
takes place in different phases that include: User Registration, Anonymous Authentication and Key Exchange Phase, Password
Update Phase, and New Sensor Node Addition. The proposed protocol consists of three main entities: User, Gateway Node, and
Sensor Node. Successful authentication process takes place in the following four phases.

5.1 User Registration
User registration in the proposed protocol requires the execution of the following four steps in sequence. The steps are also
shown in Figure 2

Step 1: New user requests an ID IDUr from the gateway node GW T using a secure channel.

Step 2: The Gateway generates random number NG of 128 bit and computes KUrG = ℎ(IDUr‖NG)⊕ IDGW . The GWT also
computesAIDU

using its secret keyKGW asAIDU=EKGW
(IDUr‖ru) and stores (KUrG, IDUr, AIDU

) for future correspondence.

Step 3: In this step the gateway personalize the smart-card with M = {KUrG, IDUr, AIDU
} and issues the smart-card to the

intended user using secure communication channel.

Step 4: The user after receiving the smart-card, stores information sent by the gateway node (KUrG, IDUr, AIDU
).

5.2 Anonymous Authentication and Key Exchange Phase
This phase establishes authentication between the intended user, gateway node and the requested sensor node. In this phase,
encryption and decryption have been performed at the gateway node GW T . This phase has the following steps. The detail
diagram has been presented in in Figure 3
Step 1: MA1 ∶ Ur → GW T ∶ (AIDU

, Nx, T1, Snid , V r1). In case a user needs to access real-time information from a sensor
node Snid , the user will insert his/her smart card in the terminal, provide identity IDU , and password PSWUr. After that the
smart card computes Nx = KUrg ⊕NU and V r1 = ℎ(AIDU

‖KUrG‖Nx‖Snid‖T1). At last the user generates a request message
MA1 = {AIDU

, Nx, T1, Snid , V r1} and forward the message to the gateway node for authentication. The same is forwarded to
the sensor node by gateway node GW T .
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DUr 

Identity: IDUr
M={,IDUr,}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→
Generate:NG
Compute: KUrG = ℎ(IDUr‖NG)⊕ IDGW
AIDU

= EKGW
(IDUr‖ru)

Store: {KUrG, IDUr, AIDU
}

M={KUrG ,IDUr,AIDU
}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←
Store:
{KUrG, IDUr, AIDU

}

FIGURE 2 Proposed Registration Phase

Step 2: When the message MA2 ∶ GW T → Sn ∶ (AIDU ,T2,V r2) arrives at the gateway, first it is checked for freshness of
transaction number using T2 − T1 ≤ ΔT . In this case the gateway node maintains the most recent transaction number for each
user. The gateway GW T then computesNU = KUrG ⊕Nx and AIDU

by decrypting AIDU
= DKGW

(IDU‖ru) and verifies both
AIDU

and V r1. After that the gateway node computes V r2 = ℎ(AIDU
‖T2‖KGSn) and creates a message MA2 and passes it to a

sensor node Snid that the intended user wants to communicate with.
Step 3: After receiving the messageMA3 ∶ Snid → GW T ∶ (T3, Snid , V r3) the sensor node first checks the timestamp T by

calculating T3 − T2 ≤ ΔT and then checks and verifies the message V r2. If the verification is successful then the sensor node
calculates and generates a new message V r3 as V r3 = ℎ(KGSn‖Snid‖T3).
Step 4: When the reply messageMA4 ∶ GW T → Ur ∶ (ZG, V r4, T4) arrives at the gateway, it checks T3 and verifies V r3 if it

is equal to ℎ(KGSn‖Snid‖T3). After that the gateway nodeGW T generates V r4 by computing V r4 = ℎ(NU‖T3‖KUrG) and then
computes and updatesAIDU (new)

by calculatingAIDU (new)
= EKGW

(IDUr‖ru(new)) and then calculatesZG = AIDU (new)
⊕KUrG. After

this operation the gateway node creates a reply messageMA4 and forwards it to the user that containsMA4 = {ZG, V r4, T4}.
Step 5:When the replymessage received from gateway nodeGW T to user IDUr the user verifies the timestamp by calculating

T5 − T4 ≤ ΔT and then verifies V r∗4 = ℎ(NU‖T3‖KUrG)
?
= V r4. After that the user IDUr updates the values of AIDU (new)

=
ZG ⊕KUrG and AIDU

= AIDU (new)
in its smartcard for future correspondence.

5.3 Password Update Phase
In the proposed protocol a user can change his/her password as well as the smart card without the intervention of gateway.
Whenever a user needs to change the password, he/she only insert IDUr, previous password PSWUr and computes {KUrG

?
=

K∗
UrG ⊕ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)⊕ℎ(PSWUr))}. After verifying the previous KUrG the smartcard requests the user to enter a new password

PSW ∗
Ur to the smart card.

5.4 New Sensor Node Addition Phase
In case of a new sensor node Snnew1 deployment, the gateway randomly generates a distinct identifier Snnewidi

with key Knew
GSn and

stores it in the new node’s memory that is loaded into Snnew1 memory by the gateway node at the time of deployment. After
that the gateway encodes Knew

GSni
with its IDGW and secret key KGW i.e. Knew∗

GSni
= Knew

GSn ⊕ ℎ(IDGW ‖KGW ‖Snnewidi
) and store

the values of Snnewidi
, Knew∗

GSni
in its database for future usage and later inform the user Ui so that he/she can access the real time

information from the new sensor node.

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed protocol has been analyzed formally and informally. For formal analysis, two methods have been used. 1) A
simulation tool proVerif has been used to verify the proposed protocol against a different known attack. 2) BAN logic35 is used
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DUr W T n

AIDU

Generate:NU
Compute:
Nx = KUrg ⊕NU
V r1 = ℎ(AIDU

‖KUrG‖Nx‖Snid‖T1)

MA1
={AIDU

,Nx,T1,Snid ,V r1}
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

Verify: ?T2 − T1 ≤ ΔT
Derive:NU = KUrG ⊕Nx
Compute:AIDU

= DKGW
(IDU‖ru)

Check: ?AIDU
, ?V r1

Compute:V r2 = ℎ(AIDU
‖T2‖KGSn)

MA2
={AIDU

,T2,V r2}
←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←→

Verify: ?T3 − T2 ≤ ΔT
Compute and verify:?V r2
V r3 = ℎ(KGSn‖Snid‖T3)

MA3
={T3,Snid ,V r3}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←
Verify: ?T4 − T3 ≤ ΔT
Check:?V r3
V r4 = ℎ(NU‖T4‖KUrG)
Compute and update:
AIDU (new)

= EKGW
(IDUr‖ru(new))

ZG = AIDU (new)
⊕KUrG

MA4
={ZG ,V r4,T4,}

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←
Verify: ?T5 − T4 ≤ ΔT
V r∗4 = ℎ(NU‖T4‖KUrG)

?
= V r4

Compute and update:
AIDU (new)

= ZG ⊕KUrG

AIDU
= AIDU (new)

FIGURE 3 Proposed Scheme

to check the freshness and trustworthiness of the key exchanged between the communicating parties. It also checks the key
exchange process is resistant to eavesdropping.
Informally, the proposed protocol has been a check against various attacks to find any possible security loopholes found in

the baseline and other protocols in the literature.

6.1 Security Analysis with ProVerif
Security analysis has been performed using the ProVerif simulation tool. ProVerif is a well-known simulation tool designed for
verification of security algorithms against know attacks36.
The proposed protocol uses two types of channels; private channel (ChSec:) and public channel (Chpub:). A secure channel

is established between Ur and GW T in registration phase and the public channel between Ur, GW T and Sn for login and
authentication phase. IDUr is the real identity of a user Ur, IDGW is the identity of gateway GW t, and sidj is the identity of
sensor node Sn. All the three participants compute session key SK .

(* --------- Channels ----------*)

free ChSec:channel [private]. (*secure channel between UJ,GTW and SJ*)

free ChPub:channel (*public channel between between UJ,GTW and SJ*)

(*------ Constants and Variables -----*)

free IDur :bitstring.
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free IDs :bitstring.

free GWti:bitstring.

free Kurg : bitstring [private].

We have defined four constructors; h, Concat, XOR, and Mult for hash, concatenation, exclusive OR and multiplication.

(*========Constructors=======*)

fun h(bitstring):bitstring.

%fun Inverse(bitstring):bitstring.

fun Concat(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring.

fun XOR(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring.

fun Mult(bitstring,bitstring):bitstring.

Follows are the proverif code of registration and Login and authentication phases of the proposed scheme as per given in
Figure 3

(*-----------Registration phase------------------*)

let pUser=

out(ChSec,(IDur));

in (ChSec,(xIDur:bitstring,xKurg:bitstring));

(*-----login-authentication----------------------*)

event start_User(IDur);

new Nur:bitstring;

new T1:bitstring;

new fur:bitstring;

let Kurg=XOR(Kurg,h(XOR(h(IDur)),XOR(h(PSWur))) in

if fur=XOR(h(Kurg),h(XOR(h(IDur)),XOR(h(PSWur))) then

let Nx=XOR(Kurg,Nur) in

let AIDu=h(Concat(IDur,(Kurg,(Nur,T1)))) in

let Vr1=h(Concat(AIDu,(Kurg,(Nx,(Snid,T1)))))in

out(ChPub,(AIDu,Nx,Snid,T1,Vr1));

in (ChPub,(xVr4:bitstring,T3:bitstring,SK:bitstring));

let Vr4=h(Concat(SK,(Nur,(T3,Kurg)))) in

if Vr4=h(Concat(SK,(Nur,(T3,Kurg)))) then

let SKx=XOR(SK,h(Concat(Kurg,(IDur,Nur)))) in

let Kurgnew = h(Concat(Kurg,(IDur,T3))) in

event end_User(IDur)

else

0.

let pGWt=

%(*---------------login-authentication------------*)

event start_GWt(GWti);

new Nur:bitstring;

new Nx:bitstring;

new SKx:bitstring;

new T2:bitstring;

new Kgsn:bitstring;

new Kurg:bitstring;

new Dj:bitstring;

new Ts:bitstring;

new MA1:bitstring;

in (ChPub,(xxAIDu:bitstring,Nx:bitstring,Vr1:bitstring,Snid:bitstring,T1:bitstring));
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let Nur=XOR(Kurg,Nx) in

let SK=XOR(h(Kgsn),SKx) in

let Vr2=h(Concat(AIDu, (SK,(Kgsn,T2)))) in

out(ChPub,(AIDu,SK,Vr2,T2));

in (ChPub,(Vr3:bitstring,Snid:bitstring,T3:bitstring));

let SK=XOR(h(Concat(Kurg,(IDur,T3))),SKx) in

let Vr4=h(Concat(SK, (Nur,(Kurg,T3)))) in

let Kurgnew=h(Concat(Kgsn, (IDur,T3))) in

let Kurgnew=h(Concat(Kgsn, (Snid,T3))) in

out(ChPub,(Vr4,SK,T3));

event end_GWt(GWti)

else

0.

let pSn=

event start_Sn(IDs);

in (ChPub,(SK:bitstring,xVr4:bitstring,T3:bitstring));

if Vr4= h(Concat(SK,( Nur,(T3,Kurg))))

let SKx = XOR(h(Concat(IDur,( Nur,Kurg))),SK) in

new Nx: bitstring;

let Kurgnew= h(Concat(Kurg,( IDur,T3))) in

event end_Sn(IDs)

else

0.

The parallel execution of all processes in the new scheme is an under:

process ((!pSn) | (!pGWt) | (!pUser) )

To verify authentication property the queries are as under:

(*-------Queries------*)

%free AIDTinew:bitstring .

query attacker(SK).

query id:bitstring; inj-event(end_User(IDur)) ==> inj-event(start_User(IDur)).

query id:bitstring; inj-event(end_GWt(GWti)) ==> inj-event(start_GWt(GWti)).

query id:bitstring; inj-event(end_Sn(IDs)) ==> inj-event(start_Sn(IDs)).

The proposed scheme has the following six eventsUr’s events(begin/end),GW T events(begin/end) andSn events(begin/end).

(*=====*Events*=====*)

event start_User(bitstring).

event end_User(bitstring).

event start_GWt(bitstring).

event end_GWt(bitstring).

event start_Sn(bitstring).

event end_Sn(bitstring).

Results obtained from the proVerif are shown as follows:

1-- Query inj-event(end_Sn(IDs[])) ==> inj-event(start_Sn(IDs[]))

Starting query inj-event(end_Sn(IDs[])) ==> inj-event(start_Sn(IDs[]))

RESULT inj-event(end_Sn(IDs[])) ==> inj-event(start_Sn(IDs[])) is true.

2-- Query inj-event(end_GWt(IDGWti[])) ==> inj-event(start_GWt(IDGWti[]))
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Starting query inj-event(end_Sn(IDGWti[])) ==> inj-event(start_IDGWt(IDGWti[]))

RESULT inj-event(end_GWt(IDs[])) ==> inj-event(start_GWt(IDGWti[])) is true.

3-- Query inj-event(end_User(IDur[])) ==> inj-event(start_User(IDur[]))...

Starting query inj-event(end_User(IDur[])) ==> inj-event(start_User(IDur[]))

RESULT inj-event(end_User(IDur[])) ==> inj-event(start_User(IDur[])) is true.

4-- Query not attacker(SK[])

completing...

Starting query not attacker(SK[])

RESULT not attacker(SK[]) is true.

Results 1,2 and 3 show that all the three processes are successfully started and terminated. Whereas, result 4 shows that the
adversary cannot find the session key SK . Hence proposed protocol preserves correctness, secrecy, and authenticity.

6.2 Security Analysis with BAN Logic
BAN logic use a set of rules for defining and analyzing protocols used for information exchange35. The rules used for the
verification of the proposed protocol are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 Ban Logic Rules Table

Notation Description

P | ≡ X P believes that X
P ⊲ X P sees that X
P | ∼ X P once said X X
P ⇐⇒ X P has total jurisdiction over X
#(X) X is updated and fresh
(X, Y ) X,Y are components of formula
⟨X⟩Y X is combined with Y
(X)K hash of message X using a key K
P ↔ Q P and Q share a key for communication
AIDTi AIDTi one time key for current session
P |≡P↔Q.p⊲(X)K

P |≡Q|≡X
Message-Meaning rule

P |≡#(x)
P |≡#(X,Y )

Freshness-conjuncatenation rule
P |≡#(x),P |≡|∼X

P |≡Q|≡X
Nonce-verification rule

P |≡Q ⇐⇒ x,P |≡Q|≡X
P |≡X

Jurisdiction rule

Using BAN Logic the proposed protocol has been verified with the help of eight goals for its accuracy. The goals are listed
as follows:

• Goal 1: GW T | ≡ Ur
AIDU
←→ GWT

• Goal 2: GW T | ≡ Ur| ≡ Ur
AIDU
←→ GWT

• Goal 3: Sn| ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Sn

• Goal 4: Sn| ≡ GW T | ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Sn

• Goal 5: GW T | ≡ Sn
AIDU
←→ GWT

• Goal 6: GW T | ≡ Sn| ≡ Sn
AIDU
←→ GWT

• Goal 7: Ur| ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Ur

• Goal 8: Ur| ≡ GW T | ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Ur
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Part1: For the proposed protocol, the idealized form is elaborated as under.

M1: U →GWT: AIDU ,Nx ∶< Nu >Kurg
, Snid , V r1, T1

M2: GW T →Sn: AIDu, V r2, , T2

M3: Sn →GWT: V r3, Snid , T3

M4: GW T → U ∶ V r4, ZG ∶< AIDU >KUrG
, T4

Part2: For the proposed solution, the following assumptions are used for analysis.

A1: Ur| ≡ #(Nu)(V r1)

A2: GW T | ≡ (ru)(V r2)

A3: Sn| ≡ (AIDU )

A4: GW T | ≡ Sn ⇒ (AIDU )

A5: GW T | ≡ Ur ⇒ Nu

A6: Sn| ≡ GW T ⇒ ru

A7: Sn| ≡ Ur ⇒ Nu

A8: Ur| ≡ Sn ⇒ ru

A9: Ur| ≡ GW T ⇒ (AIDU )

Part 3: The absolute analysis of the proposed protocol is performed on the BAN logic assumptions and the description of
BAN logic rules are given below:
M1: U →GWT: AIDU ,Nx ∶< Nu >KUrG

,Snid T1 is timestamp of U
By applying the Ban logic “seeing rule”, the following can be obtained

• S1: GW T ⊲ AIDU , Snid , Nx ∶< Nu >KUrG
, T 1, V r1

Using message-meaning of BAN logic rule and S1, we get

• S2: GW T | ≡ Ur| ∼ Nu

Now using the “Freshness-conjuncatenation” rule and S2, the following can be accomplished

• S3: GW T | ≡ Ur| ≡ Nu

Using S3 and the BAN logic “jurisdiction rule”, the following is obtained

• S4:GW T | ≡ Nu

Now using session key rule and S4 of the BAN logic, the following is achieved

• S5: GW T | ≡ Ur
AIDU
←→ GWT (Goal 1)

By applying “nonce-verification rule” of the BAN logic, accomplished the defined goal 2

• S6: GW T | ≡ Ur| ≡ U
AIDU
←→ GWT (Goal 2)

M2: GW T →Sn: AIDU , V r2, , T2. Where, T2 is timestamp of GW T
After this using the “seeing rule” of BAN logic, the following is achieved

• S7: Sn ⊲ AIDU , V r2, , T2

Then the “message-meaning” rule of BAN logic and S7 to achieve the following

• S8: Sn| ≡ GW T | ∼ ru

Afterwords using S8 and “Freshness-conjuncatenation” rule , the following can be obtained

• S9: Sn| ≡ GW T | ≡ ru

And now using S9 and the BAN logic rule of “jurisdiction”, the following can be achieved
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• S10: Sn| ≡ ru
Further, using S10 and the session key rule of BAN logic , the following can be achieved

• S11: Sn| ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Sn (Goal 3)

Now using “nonce-verification” rule of the BAN logic and S11 to achieve the following

• S12: Sn| ≡ GW T | ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Sn. (Goal 4)

M3: Sn →GWT: V r3, Snid , T3 is the timestamp of Sn
Further, using the BAN logic “seeing-rule”, the following can be obtained

• S13: GW T ⊲ V r3, T3, Snid
Now using S13 and “message-meaning” rule of the BAN logic, the following can be achieved

• S14: GW T | ≡ Sn| ∼ AIDU

Then by applying “Freshness-conjuncatenation” rule and S14 of the BAN logic, the following can be obtained

• S15: GW T | ≡ Sn| ≡ AIDU

Thereafter, by applying the BAN logic “assumption rule” and S15 and “jurisdiction rule”, the following can be achieved

• S16:GW T | ≡ AIDU

Now S16 and the BAN logic “session-key” rule can be used to obtain the following

• S17: GW T | ≡ Sn
AIDTU
←→ GWT. (Goal 5)

Then the BAN logic “nonce-verification” rule can be used to achieve the following

• S18: GW T | ≡ Sn| ≡ Sn
AIDTU
←→ GWT. (Goal 6)

M4: GW T → U ∶ V r4, ZG ∶< AIDU >KUrG
, T4 is the timestamp of GW T

Now using the “seeing rule” of BAN logic to achieve the following

• S19v: U ⊲ V r4, ZG ∶< AIDU >KUrG
, T4

Then by applying S19 and “message-meaning” rule of the BAN logic, the following can be achieved

• S20: Ur| ≡ GW T | ∼ AIDU

Now by combining the BAN logic “Freshness-conjuncatenation” rule with S20 the following can be obtained

• S21: Ur| ≡ GW T | ≡ AIDU

After applying the BAN logic “jurisdiction rule” with S21, the following is achievable

• S22: Ur| ≡ AIDU

After applying the BAN logic “session-key” rule, the following is achieved

• S23: Ur| ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Ur (Goal 7)

After applying BAN logic “nonce-verification” rule, the following can be obtained

• S24: Ur| ≡ GW T | ≡ GW T
AIDU
←→ Ur (Goal 8)

It clear from the above BAN logic implementation that all the set goals have been achieved. Furthermore, it verifies that Ur,
GW T and Sn are mutually authenticated successfully and securely and the session key agreement has been accomplished.

6.3 Informal Security Analysis
In the informal security analysis, a protocol is analyzed against various known attacks. The proposed protocol is informally
analyzed against different attacks. The attacks used in this article are listed as follows:
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1. User Anonymity.

2. Resistance to Replay Attack.

3. Resistance to Eavesdropping Attack.

4. Dynamic Node Addition.

5. Resistance against Insider Attacks.

6. Resistance to Stolen Verifier Attack.

7. Forward Secrecy.

8. Resistance to DoS Attack.

9. Resistance to User Traceability

6.3.1 User Anonymity
In various security applications, if the identity of a user is exposed can lead to severe consequences. User anonymity is a property
of authentication protocols where it is desired that the identities of communicating users must not be revealed. For the sake of
security, the original communicating user is not identifiable to any adversary during communication over public channels. In
the proposed protocol, it has been ensured that the session parameter AIDU

remains fresh for all transactions. The parameter
AIDU

is fully encrypted with the random number. In the proposed protocol, a user does not have any direct relation either with
the Gateway Node GW T or the Sensor Node Sn. Therefore, no adversary can use the session specific parameter AIDU

to get
user information as every time the user communicate with updated parameters. It proves, that the proposed protocol provides
user anonymity.

6.3.2 Resilience Against Replay Attack
A replay attack is a type of security threat where an adversary can intercept the communication and later replays the messages
without any modification to the contents of the message. In the proposed protocol, a timestamp ΔT has been used in every
message transmitted to ensure message freshness in every session. It enables a receiver of the message to check the values of
ΔT and determined whether a message is fresh or an old replayed message. Moreover, in the proposed protocol uses AIDU

that
is updated after every session. Therefore, the proposed protocol is secured against a replay attack, as the session parameters are
updated after every session. So, an adversary is unable to launch a replay attack, because the parameters required to launch a
replay attack are changed after each transaction.

6.3.3 Resilience Against Eavesdropping attack
Eavesdropping is a type of security threat where hackers or adversaries intercept the communication between two parties without
their knowledge. Intercepted communication can be used to find loophole and extract vital information. In the proposed protocol,
all the session parameters are fully encrypted as well as updated after each session, so no adversary can launch an attack like
eavesdropping because every time the user comes with new encrypted parameters over the public channel.

6.3.4 Dynamic Node Addition
The proposed protocol is scalable and flexible, so to add a new node in a secure way is very much possible and the process is
properly encrypted and secured. In IoT based WSN, the nodes added to the network is a routine, so it has been ensured that this
process is secured against node capture attack. The new node immediately updates the symmetric keys and before transmitting
its data, the node is encrypted with a random number to keep it secure over public channels.

6.3.5 Resilience Against Insider Attack
An insider attack is a type of security threat, which is launched or executed on a system by a device or a person with authorized
system access. In the proposed protocol, the session parameters are exclusive to one session, therefore, in every new session the
parameters are updated and encrypted with random numbers. Consequently, for an insider, it is not possible to launch the insider
attack because the insider does not have updated parameters in the next session.
Smartcard is used to stored private information for the purpose of authentication. However, using power analysis information

stored in smartcard can be extracted. Therefore, losing a smartcard may result in loss of sensitive information.
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6.3.6 Resilience Against Perfect Forward Secrecy
Perfect Forward Secrecy means even if the secret key is compromised, an adversary cannot learn any previous sessions keys.
It is actually protection of past session keys from any future threats. So an adversary cannot use a secret key to compromise
any previous sessions. In the proposed protocol, upon a session completion, the session-specific parameters are updated with
random numbers. So in worst scenario, if an adversary can learn a session key, is unable to interrupt the communication since
the parameters in the next sessions are updated as AIDU

with AIDU (new)
= EKGW

(IDUr‖ru(new)) after the completion of previous
session.

6.3.7 Resilience Against DoS Attack
In the baseline Gope et al11 scheme, the DOS attack is possible in the password update phase as during the password
update previous password id s not being checked or verified. In the absence of this verification, the previous passwords
can be used to send false messages thereby leading to DOS attack. In the proposed protocol, this deficiency has been
taken care of by implementing the previous password verification before updating to the new password. Whenever a user
needs to change the password, the intended user will insert his/her IDUr, previously used password PSWUr and computes
KUrG

?
= K∗

UrG ⊕ ℎ(ℎ(IDUr)⊕ ℎ(PSWUr)). After verification of the previous KUrG, the smart card requests the user to enter a
new password PSW ∗

Ur to the smart card. Therefore, the chances of launching a DoS attack has been diminished.

6.3.8 Resilience Against Stolen Verifier Attack
Stolen verifier attack is a type of security threat where an adversary steals the data used for verification by the server in past
or current sessions. In such a situation, if the verification information is stored is not encrypted, then any adversary can get
the desired information. In order to avoid stolen verifier attack, the proposed scheme does not make use of verifier on server
side rather the server performs authentication based on the information with user (i.e. information stored in smartcard plus user
password and identity). When there is no verifier then there are no chances of its theft. Therefore, the proposed scheme is free
of any threat from stolen verifier.

6.3.9 Resilience Against User Traceability
User traceability may not directly lead to the loss of data, however, while communicating a user must not be traceable. Traceabil-
ity has severe consequences in various applications especially when it comes to tracking someone or some object. For example,
if an adversary can intercept a communication containing a specific pattern, then that pattern can be traced without even identi-
fication, movement of a person can be traced. The proposed protocol uses AIDU

with proper encryption, and parameters update
after completion of one cycle. Hence, an adversary cannot launch user traceability attack.

7 SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section presents the performance analysis of the proposed protocol. The analysis has been performed using three different
parameters. The protocol has been analyzed for computation complexity using the number of operations and their costs and
communication complexity using the number of messages exchanged in one session. However, first, the proposed protocol has
been compared with existing state-of-the-art protocols using security requirements as listed below.

A1: User Anonymity.

A2: Replay Attack.

A3: Eavesdrop Attack.

A4: Dynamic Node Addition.

A5: Insider Attack.

A6: Stolen Verifier Attack.

A7: Forward Secrecy.

A8: Denial Of Service Attack.

A9: User Traceability.

The comparative results based on security requirements with the existing protocols15,16,17, are shown in Table 2. The table
clearly shows that the proposed protocol fulfills all the security requirements. In the comparison table, the “YES” means that the
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TABLE 2 Security requirements comparison

Protocols A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

Yeh et al.7 NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO
Xue et al.37 NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Jiang et al.38 YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
Das et al.39 YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO NO
Gope et al.11 YES YES YES YES YES NO YES NO NO
Proposed YES YES Yes Yes YES YES YES Yes YES

protocol provides the requirement while “NO” means that the protocol does not provide the specific requirement. The security
analysis shows that the proposed protocol can fulfill all security requirements.

7.1 Computation Cost Analysis
To ensure efficiency, authentication protocols are analyzed for Computation cost. Computation cost means the number of oper-
ations executed in one cycle of the protocol execution. Some operation like concatenation and XOR require negligible execution
time and are, therefore, excluded from the computation cost in all protocols. The main focus is to analyze the protocols only for
those operations that significantly contribute to the complexity of the protocol like a cryptographic operation that GTW , Uj
and Sn need to execute. All the three participants GTW , Uj and Sn are considered in the calculation of the computation cost.
A detailed description is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Definition and conversion of various operations units

Notations Definition and conversion

CC Computation cost
TH Computation cost of single hash function
TME Computation cost of modular exponentiation
TSE Computation cost of symmetric encryption
TSD Computation cost of symmetric decryption

For comparative analysis of the proposed protocol, not only the computation cost of the proposed protocol but also other
state-of-the-art protocols are computed using the same parameters. The other protocols consider for comparison are Yeh et al.
scheme7,Xue et al. scheme37,Jiang et al. scheme38,Das et al. scheme39 and Gope et al. scheme11.
Results of the comparative computation cost are presented in Table 4. It can be clearly observed from the table that the total

computation cost of Yeh et al. scheme7 is 8Tℎ + 8TME, Xue et al. scheme37 is 22Tℎ, and that of Jiang et al. scheme38 is
22Tℎ. Das et al. scheme39 are 28Tℎ and Gope et al. scheme11 is 19Tℎ However, the total computation cost of the proposed
protocol is 5Tℎ + 1TSE + 1TSD. Furthermore, the proposed protocol does not have any security problems as compared to
other schemes15,16,17.
The computation time of the proposed and related protocols are shown in Table 4 by taking in consideration the timing

computed for different cryptographic operations in40. The computed time is obtained using a PC with Intel Pentium dual core
2.20 GHz processor (E2200) and a RAM of 2048 MB on Ubuntu 12.04.1, a 32-bit OS. The last row in Table 4 shows the
computation time of the protocols in milliseconds (ms). As per the results of Table 4, the proposed scheme takes 0.0207 ms for
the authentication purpose and it can be clearly seen that the proposed protocol has superior in terms of computation complexity.
It can be clearly seen from Table 4 that the proposed protocol has clearly superior results in terms of computation complexity.

Specifically, it has achieved 52.63% efficiency in comparison to the baseline protocol as depicted in Figure 4.
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TABLE 4 Computation Cost Comparison of the Proposed protocol with existing state-of-the-art protocols

Computation Cost Yeh et al.7 Xue et al.37 Jiang et al.38 Das et al.39 Gope et al.11 Proposed Scheme

CCUser 1Th+2TME 7Th 7Th 11Th 7Th 2Th
CCGW T 4Th+4TME 10Th 10Th 11Th 9Th 2Th+1TSE+1TSD
CCSn 3Th+2TME 5Th 5Th 6Th 3Th 1Th
CCT otal 8Th+8TME 22Th 22Th 28Th 19Th 5Th+1TSE+1TSD
CCms 30.8184ms 0.0506ms 0.0506ms 0.0644ms 0.0437ms 0.0207ms
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FIGURE 4 Computation time comparison of the proposed protocol with state-of-the-art protocols

7.2 Communication Cost
Here a detailed description of the communication cost has been presented. The communication cost has been computed in
terms of the number of messages exchanged in one transaction of the protocol and the size of each message. For a realistic
comparison length of different constructs is considered to be the same for all schemes. For computing the communication cost
of the proposed and related schemes, the length of random numbers is considered to be 128-bits, hash based parameters 160-
bits, AES parameters 128-bits, and timestamp and sensor identity 32-bit each The message size has then been computed in
bytes to compute the bandwidth consumption of proposed as well as the existing protocols. The total communication cost of the
proposed protocol in comparison to the existing protocols has been presented in Table 5 in terms of total number of messages
exchanged in one transaction of the protocol as well as the total length of all messages in bytes.

TABLE 5 Communication Cost Comparison of the Proposed protocol with existing state-of-the-art protocols

Protocols The Communication Overload

Yeh et al.7 3 Messages (186 bytes)
Xue et al.37 4 Messages (276 bytes)
Jiang et al.38 4 Messages (284 bytes)
Das et al.39 4 Messages (264 bytes)
Gope et al.11 4 Messages (200 bytes)
Proposed Protocol 4 Messages (168 bytes)
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The table shows that in Yeh et al.7 scheme a total of three (3) messages are exchanged and the total bandwidth consumption of
this protocol is 51 bytes. Similarly, in Xue et al.37 scheme a total of three (03) messages are exchanged where the total bandwidth
consumption is 51 bytes. Furthermore, in Jiang et al.38 scheme a total of three messages are exchanged in one transaction where
the total bandwidth cost is 51 bytes. Similarly, in Das et al.39, a total of 51 bytes are consumed in terms of bandwidth for the
exchange of a total of four (04) messages exchanged. Similarly, Gope et al11 consumes 35 bytes in terms of bandwidth for
exchange of four (04) messages whereas the proposed protocol consumes 35 bytes and exchanges a total of four (04) messages
in one transaction.
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FIGURE 5 Communication cost of the proposed protocol in comparison to existing protocols

The communication cost comparison has been visualized in Figure 5. It can be observed from the figure that the proposed
protocol has minimum computation complexity in comparison to all other existing protocol except Gope et al.11. Gope et al.
have the same communication complexity as the proposed protocol but it is vulnerable to various security threats. Therefore,
a protocol being vulnerable to even one security threat is not desirable even if its communication cost is the smallest of all.
Furthermore, the proposed protocol has 19.04% efficiency in communication complexity as compared to the rest of the existing
protocols.

8 CONCLUSION

This article scrutinizes some recent authentication protocols designed forWSN and discloses that the proposed baseline protocol
(Gope et al.11) is vulnerable to user traceability, stolen verifier, and DoS attacks because of that it may face security challenges.
To counter the possible security challenges, an enhanced authentication protocol has been presented in this article. To gauge the
security strengths and performance of the proposed protocol, it has been verified formally with ProVerif and BAN logic to test
its correctness and key freshness. The proposed protocol successfully resists different attacks. It has the same communication
cost as the baseline protocol since both exchange the same number of messages in one transaction of the protocol. However, in
case of computation cost the proposed protocol achieves 52.63% more efficiency than the baseline protocol with more security
and resistance to known attacks.
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